Cobalt chromium molybdenum alloys have been extensively used for biomedical implants, but are susceptible to grain boundary corrosion resulting from local chromium depletion, which is called sensitization. This work extended the understanding of chromium depleted zones in CoCrMo alloys and their role in corrosion to the nanoscale. Selected boundaries were analyzed from the millimeter to the nanometer scale in order to link the chemical composition and crystallographic structure to the observed local corrosion properties. The shape and severity of grain boundary corrosion crevices were measured, linked with the coincidence site lattice geometry. Additionally, direct high-resolution energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy maps of chromium depleted zones at the grain boundaries were measured to completely characterize the grain boundary properties. Chromium depleted zones were found in 100% of corroded grain boundaries, yet were too small to follow classical models of sensitization. Nanoscale regions of chromium depletion were found to have significant effects on corrosion initiation. This led to a grain boundary crevice corrosion model connecting the chemical composition with electrochemical driving forces that control crevice corrosion propagation. The conclusions and model presented can be used to better develop processing techniques for CoCrMo and other alloys.
INTRODUCTION
As the "baby boom" generation ages and as patients continue to live longer and have more active lives, the demand for hip replacements has risen. Injury and osteoarthritis often result in a patient's need for a hip or knee replacement. For total hip arthroplasties, the number of implants in the United States is expected to grow from 2005 by at least 174% to 572,000 implants by 2030. [1] [2] Beginning in the 1970s, cobalt chromium molybdenum (CoCrMo) alloys have been approved as implantable biomedical materials for hip replacements. 3 Advantages of this metal alloy include the good bulk mechanical properties, which can be predictably modified by various processing techniques such as casting, annealing, hot forging, and cold working. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Of the different articulating joint interfaces available for hip implants, metal-on-metal (MoM) is known to have one of the lowest wear rates compared to systems with the polymer polyethylene. 3, 9 The MoM implants, however, have generated serious clinical concerns as a result of metal wear products being released into the surrounding tissues. 10 One of the major degradation processes that affect all metallic implants in vivo is corrosion. [11] [12] [13] While CoCrMo alloys have good tribological properties and are especially corrosion resistant resulting from the formation of a passive oxide film, cobalt and chromium cations and nanoparticles have been detected in patients with implants. 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] Complications observed clinically as a result of corroding CoCrMo alloys include metal hypersensitivity, metallosis (metallic staining of the surrounding tissue), excessive periprosthetic fibrosis, and adverse local tissue responses (which can include extensive necrosis of periprosthetic tissues), all of which have contributed to CoCrMo falling out of favor at present. While there are developments with new alloys and increasing use of materials other than CoCrMo alloys such as titanium for the primary mechanical supports in implants, many CoCrMo alloys still continue to be used and currently exist in millions of patients worldwide. It is medically unreasonable (and detrimental to a patient's health) to remove an implant that is not displaying any signs of unfavorable physiological reactions. Considering the millions of MoM hip replacements in use worldwide, a better understanding of the fundamental processes of grain boundary corrosion in these alloys is needed. Beyond the medical applications, understanding corrosion of CoCrMo alloys is important for naval and industrial applications. In all forms of CoCrMo alloys, with variations in carbon concentrations, precipitates, and microstructures, the dominant corrosion protection comes from the formation of a chromium oxide thin film at the surface. In many cases of extended corrosion, there is not a constant mass loss per unit area, rather, preferential mass loss at grain boundaries, carbide phases, or defects. A particularly important contribution to the in vivo corrosion is the more rapid mass loss near the intersection of grain boundaries of the metallic alloy and the protective oxide. This is often called "grain boundary sensitization" and the alloys that easily corrode after certain heat treatments are described as sensitized. [18] [19] [20] For alloys that include chromium, the most common explanation of local sensitization is a local reduction in the chromium concentration. 7, 18, [21] [22] Failed implants have been explanted and studied for intergranular corrosion. The attack can occur on all modular parts of the implant, and the degradation is the result of both electrochemical dissolution and physical wear. 11, 19, 23 Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) proved specific attacks at grain boundaries and carbide phases, often penetrating deep into the microstructure and causing grain fallout. 23 In CoCrMo alloys, these particles and ions generated from the grain boundary attack play a pathogenic role in osteolysis and aseptic loosening, which can lead to the need for a revision surgery. [23] [24] As will be discussed in more detail later, the majority of the evidence for boundary attack is based upon rather large-scale segregation at the 0.1 μm to 10 μm scale, which leaves open the question of what takes place with much finerscale segregation at the nanoscale. In this work, the nanoscale structure and segregation in CoCrMo alloys that has often been overlooked in microscale carbide precipitate analysis is investigated. Through analysis of carbide phases and chemical compositions at grain boundaries, grain boundary properties are connected to the occurrence of local grain boundary corrosion attack.
High-resolution characterization techniques, including transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), show the chemical segregation that occurs at the nanoscale. By modeling the grain boundary energies, it was possible to predict the grain boundary corrosion and obtain insights into developing the next generation of CoCrMo alloys.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, a background on sensitization is presented to clarify terms used in literature and establish the field as relevant to CoCrMo alloys. Next, the various techniques used to characterize the CoCrMo corroded alloy are described and the TEM images, composition data, and summary statistics are presented. Based upon the EDS quantitative composition data, a model, grain boundary assisted crevice corrosion (GACC), is presented, which combines the energy of coincidence site lattice and sensitized grains to explain the shape of crevice corrosion observed at the grain boundaries. Finally, this paper is concluded by connecting these results to future designs of CoCrMo alloys for biomedical or other uses.
GRAIN BOUNDARY SENSITIZATION
A brief overview of grain boundary sensitization as currently understood in the literature is provided as a prelude to the nanoscale results described later.
The term sensitization, as currently used in the literature, is the change in an alloy's corrosion properties as result of heat treatments. [11] [12] 20, [25] [26] [27] [28] For a variety of chromium-containing alloys and others such as magnesium-containing alloys, sensitization is widely used to describe the basic cause of intergranular corrosion (IGC) and intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] The most general use of sensitization refers to a local reduction of the concentration of a protective alloying element. While this may not be the only possible reason for preferential corrosion at grain boundaries, it is the most commonly invoked source. For the specific case of CoCrMo alloys herein, the term sensitization will be used as it is applied to other chromium-containing alloys, with "grain boundary sensitization" referring to the formation of chromium depleted zones (CDZ) adjacent to grain boundaries resulting from the presence of chromiumrich carbides. 18, 37 For chromium-containing steel, nickel, and cobalt alloys, it is known that during alloy processing, annealing, and heat treatments, chromium-rich carbides precipitate primarily at the grain boundaries, and the growth of these carbides leads to depleted regions in the immediate surroundings. 18, [38] [39] The understanding of corrosion causes and prevention has motivated over 90,000 published studies, as avoiding grain boundary sensitization is critical for high performance alloys.
This chemical segregation along the grain boundary has been most commonly studied in stainless steels, with fewer studies focusing on nickel or cobalt alloys. Often for stainless steels, the goal is to develop maps of carbon content, chromium content, alloying time, and alloying temperature and thereby direct engineers to safe, corrosion resistant alloys. 29, [40] [41] [42] Various heat treatments have been studied to reduce the volume fraction of chromium carbides, attempting to ensure that chromium is even throughout the matrix, and promote the formation of protective oxide in order to control the corrosion resistance of a metal. [25] [26] 32 In general, the samples were analyzed for corrosion resistance by a range of methods generally at the mesoscale, with the target of comparing several different alloys and microstructures and their relative corrosion rates.
The effects of sensitization were often demonstrated through accelerated corrosion testing, and then measured through electrochemical tests, including potentiodynamic tests, potentiostatic tests, and electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation tests. 18, 38, [43] [44] [45] [46] The term "degree of sensitization" (DoS) is widely used and loosely defined, and it usually refers to the intensity and size of the CDZ at the grain boundaries. 22, 30, 39, [47] [48] The DoS was usually inferred from electrochemical tests or fit using a model, rarely directly measured. The chromium depleted zones were linked to corrosion, as they were reported to leave the alloy unable to form the necessary Cr 2 O 3 protective oxide in that region. 7, 20, [25] [26] [49] [50] [51] It is widely considered in the literature that carbides play a major role in grain boundary sensitization, as the formation of chromium carbides at the grain boundary leaves nearby zones of chromium depletion. 28, 43, [47] [48] [52] [53] This was based upon observations at the microscale, often observing materials that form extensive carbide phases along an entire boundary. 28, 38, 43 As shown in Figure 1 , the carbide coverage can be a complete phase along a grain boundary as in (a), can be micrometer scale precipitates as in (b), or can have unnoticed nanoscale precipitates as in (c). In CoCrMo alloys, only carbides such as those in Figures 1(a) and (b) have been observed to date with light or scanning electron microscopy. Often the presence of carbides was enough to conclude that a CDZ was present, and it was assumed that grain boundary sensitization was the cause of the corrosion. 20, 26, 44 Some chemical profiles have indicated the composition of the carbides to be chromium carbide (Cr 23 C 6 ) and that in CoCrMo alloys some carbides were molybdenum carbides (Mo 6 C). 22, 25, 52, 54 Even including stainless steel, sensitization has only been studied down to hundreds of nanometers. It is unknown if carbides and CDZs of smaller length scales affect corrosion properties.
In addition to chemical composition of carbides and the CDZ, the geometric organization of a grain boundary lattice can also affect carbide formation and therefore sensitization. 31, [42] [43] 55 Grain boundary orientation is typically quantified using the coincidence site lattice (CSL) approach, where grain boundaries are classified as having a repeating match along the boundary (described by a Σ value). Boundaries with low CSL have been found to inhibit the depletion of soluble chromium in the vicinity of the grain boundary and therefore resist the formation of carbides and CDZs, leading to improved corrosion resistance. 43, [56] [57] For example, in nickel, grain boundaries with Σ < 29 were considered to have "special" properties. 21, 56 In heat treated CoCrMo alloys, grain boundaries below Σ9 were immune to corrosion. 57 Additionally, boundaries with intrinsic dislocations along the boundaries have been demonstrated to act as sinks for solutes, i.e., forming chromium carbides. Intergranular boundary defects can act as preferential sites for breakdown of the protective oxide film, and with increasing chromium depletion, the barrier to initiate corrosion at these sites is reduced. 21 The goal of understanding the role of CSL in corrosion is to enable engineering of the grain boundary orientations to favor boundaries that resist corrosion in order to improve the bulk corrosion resistance. 55, [58] [59] [60] [61] Models have been developed to predict the extent of sensitization, focusing primarily on stainless steels and on the length and temperature of the heat treatment. 22, 30, [47] [48] Proposed models have used three
. Carbide presence at a grain boundary may take the form of (a) a complete network along the grain boundary, (b) micrometer scale precipitates along some parts of the boundary, or (c) nanoscale precipitates unable to be seen at the micrometer scale.
parameters to characterize CDZ: coverage, width, and depth. 38, 43 Coverage is the proportion of the grain boundary length covered by CDZs. Width is the depleted zone perpendicular to the grain boundary. Depth is the minimum level of chromium in the depleted zone. Additionally, previous work has attempted to link the width of sensitization to the width of the crevice corrosion observed, but it was always shown that the crevice is much larger than the sensitized region in the model. 30, 38 Width was always found to be narrower than the electrochemically corroded area and not a predictor of corrosion intensity.
The stainless steel models have used thermodynamic calculations to analyze the equilibrium concentration of chromium in the matrix at the carbide/ matrix interface. 28, 30, 62 The quantitative composition of sensitization reported for stainless steel often cites Stawstrom and Hillert, where sensitization was said to occur at less than 13 at% Cr for a width greater than 20 nm at the grain boundary. 30 It was reported in stainless steels that when the level of chromium in the depletion falls below 12 at% to 13 at%, the passive film over the depleted region becomes easily breached to initiate corrosion and degradation, 28, 30 leading to most stainless steel models having a composition around 19 at% Cr and assuming sensitization around 13 at% Cr. 48, [63] [64] [65] These models for sensitization have not been expanded to cobalt alloys, and involved precipitates on a scale of 100 s of nanometers to micrometers, without consideration of nanoscale precipitates. Much less is known about CoCrMo alloys compared to stainless steels. In steels, some studies have done EDS line scans on the range of 100s of nanometers to directly measure CDZ, and then linked the composition data to predictive models. These models, however, were often for micrometer-sized carbides with large CDZs. In CoCrMo alloys, the scale of investigation has also focused on micrometer-sized carbides and extensive carbide phases along an entire boundary. 20, 49 The majority of the sensitization conclusions were made after electrochemical measurements were taken. Previous studies have at most taken point compositions or coarse micrometer scale line scans across carbides and CDZs, often presenting only one composition profile scan. [25] [26] 52 Some studies have characterized the nanoscale compositions of various carbides, 66 but not in relation to heat treatment or corrosion, and there are studies which looked at CSL, heat treatment, and corrosion, but did not consider composition. 21, 57, 67 To summarize this section, grain boundary sensitization resulting from mesoscale segregation is fairly well understood in many steels, but less so in CoCrMo alloys. The extent that grain boundary sensitization concepts at this large scale can or should be used for segregation at the nanoscale is a rather open question.
METHODS

CoCrMo Alloy
The CoCrMo alloy used was a high-carbon (HC) wrought alloy from ATI Allvac with a composition corresponding to ASTM F1537-08. 68 The composition is given in Table 1 . The samples' heat treatments, microstructure, and electrochemical treatment have been described in previous work by Panigrahi, et al. 57 For this study, a HC wrought pin annealed at 1,230°C for 24 h was used, as this anneal was most successful in reducing overall corrosion rate and localizing corrosion to grain boundaries. 57 After the anneal, the sample was quenched in water.
Electrochemical Corrosion Testing
The sample of CoCrMo alloyed used in this work was previously studied by Panigrahi, et al., 57 and the sample's electrochemical corrosion testing and properties are described in detail in the previous publication. To summarize, the samples were mechanically polished immediately prior to electrochemical corrosion testing. The sample was then corroded in a custom four-chamber electrochemical cell that served as a working electrode, along with a graphite counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode reference electrode. The corrosion cell was filled with 10 mL of bovine calf serum (BCS) with a protein content of 30 g/L, buffered to a basic pH of 7.4, and placed in a hot water bath maintained at 37°C to mimic physiological conditions. Buffering a biological solution typically involves adding phosphate-buffered saline, NaCl, or NaOH.
A standard protocol was used for the electrochemical tests. The tests began with a potentiostatic test to standardize the surface, then an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy test was conducted. A potentiodynamic (cyclical polarization) test was performed to corrode the sample and measure the curate at each applied potential. The samples were anodically polarized from −0.8 V to 1.8 V at a scan rate of 2 mV/s and then reversed back down to −0.8 V at the same rate. Using the corrosion current from the results of Panigrahi, et al., and Faraday's equation, the dissolution rate was calculated to be 2.98 × 10 −3 mm/y. Based on the previous study, congruent dissolution is assumed.
Electron Backscatter Diffraction
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) methods were used to create orientational image maps (OIMs) of 
White Light Interferometry
A Bruker Contour GT-K † 3D optical microscope equipped with a Mirau interferometer objective lens was used to quantitatively measure the topography of the corroded grain boundaries. The white light interferometer had a lateral resolution limited by the wavelength of light and a finer z-axis resolution limited by the sensitivity of the light intensity detector. 70 This technique was used to measure the width of corroded grain boundaries and depth of corroded regions with respect to the surrounding surface. A magnification of 40× was used to capture the profile of the corroded surface in a 2D projection of approximately 250 μm in length and 300 μm in width. In total, 25 grain boundaries, 13 CSL boundaries, and 12 non-CSL boundaries were characterized for their depth and width. For each individual grain boundary, 15 to 20 depth and width measurements were collected along the boundary. On average, a single depth measurement was acquired per 0.5 μm to 1.0 μm along the boundary. The width of the corroded boundary was acquired by measuring the distance between the two edges of the corroded crevice at the boundary. The mean of the depth and width measurements were computed, along with the range to a 95% confidence level.
Focused Ion Beam
An FEI NanoLab † dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB) system was used to prepare lamellar TEM samples from the annealed CoCrMo alloy. The FIB used a scanning electron imaging beam operated at 5 kV and 1.4 nA and a focused ion milling beam orientated at 52°to the electron beam operating at 30 kV from 9.2 nA to 48 nA. Specific grain boundaries were identified from the OIM data and a cross section of the boundary was made into a ∼100 nm thick, electron-transparent TEM sample for further analysis. The lamellar sample created was a cross section of the grain boundary, approximately 5 μm on either side of the boundary and 5 μm deep below the bulk surface (see Figure 2) . Twenty-two grain boundary FIB samples were prepared. Twelve corroded boundaries and 10 immune boundaries were prepared and imaged, including 10 non-CSL corroded grain boundaries, 2 CSL corroded boundaries, 5 non-CSL immune boundaries, and 5 CSL immune boundaries. FIB was also used to prepare grain boundary samples for use in local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography. The samples were prepared by the lift out process and sharpened by milling, with special attention paid to orienting a grain boundary through the area of the sharpened tip. 71 A platinum protective layer and a final milling at 5 kV were used to prevent ion implantation in the region of interest.
Transmission Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy
TEM was performed to analyze the structure and composition of the grain boundary FIB samples to compare between corroded and immune boundaries. A JEOL 2100
† TEM was used for bright field, dark field, diffraction, and high-resolution imaging, and EDS chemical analysis. The EDS on the TEM had a 1 nm probe size, with most analysis confined to line scans for minimum noise, and processed through Inca † software. TEM was also performed on a JEOL ARM200CF † with a windowless EDS detector for high-resolution EDS mapping of four selected grain boundary FIB samples. The aberration corrected microscope provided an EDS analysis probe size of approximately 0.13 nm. For carbide composition quantification, measurements were taken from two to four carbides per boundary for each sample. The EDS quantification spectra were taken from three regions of each carbide-the carbide, the CDZ, and the matrix-indicated in the maps. The maps were collected and analyzed using the Oxford AZtec † TEM software.
Atom Probe Tomography
Atom probe tomography (APT) analysis was performed using a LEAP tomograph manufactured by Imago Scientific Instruments. The analysis was formed at a specimen temperature of 25 K, a pulse repetition frequency of 500 kHz, a laser energy of 40 pJ, and a detection rate of 0.01%. Reconstruction was done by means of IVAS 3.6.8
† using SEM profiles of the tips for the shape reference. Line scans were generated using 2D regions of interest and normalized to remove gallium atoms from the composition.
RESULTS
The annealed and corroded alloy was first examined with EBSD to determine relevant grain boundaries for representative TEM samples. The EBSD OIM produced three maps for each scanned region: the SEM image, OIM image, and the labeled CSL boundaries image, as shown in Figure 3 . The same regions mapped in EBSD were later found in the FIB SEM, and known CSL and non-CSL samples were prepared for TEM analysis.
White light interferometry characterized the morphology of corroded boundaries that were both CSL and non-CSL. From the depth and width characterization of corroded crevices, it was determined that CSL boundaries corroded 0.18 μm to 0.96 μm in depth and 1.73 μm to 5.47 μm in width. For non-CSL boundaries, the corrosion depth ranged from 0.38 μm to 3.05 μm and the width ranged from 2.36 μm to 4.91 μm, as summarized in Figure 4 . The corrosion depth upper-threshold was observed to be about 1.0 μm in CSL boundaries, whereas non-CSL depth observations showed a much larger and deeper range of crevice depth. The 3D profilometry results indicated that the widths of the corroded grain boundaries were two to five times larger than the corresponding depths.
The initial examination of corroded and immune samples in bright field TEM showed that the corroded boundaries had a wavy structure, later determined to be a result of chromium-rich carbides, whereas immune boundaries were straight without deviations. Representative examples of both are seen in Figure 5 . Using EDS maps and line scans in the TEM, the features along the corroded grain boundary were determined to be chromium enhancements, as seen in an example boundary in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 7 , the carbide structure was confirmed through diffraction of the two grains and the carbide in between, showing that the intergranular carbides have the expected M 23 C 6 composition. To summarize the standard TEM analysis, all 10 of the corroded boundaries contained chromium-rich carbides dotted along the grain boundaries, while all five of the CSL immune boundaries did not show carbides, and four of the five immune boundaries did not show carbides. The results of the 22 grain boundary samples are summarized in the chart of Figure 8 . The one immune boundary with carbides showed that the carbides were on a size scale around <50 nm, less than half of the size of the other corroded boundaries' carbides.
The chromium-rich carbides were lens shaped and shared epitaxial alignment with the grain on the concave side of the carbides seen in an example boundary in Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 (a) shows a bright field TEM image and Figure 9 (b) shows a highresolution image with the carbide epitaxy to grain 1. Figure 10 shows the same sample, confirming the carbide epitaxy through dark field TEM. In dark field, a particular diffraction spot can be selected and only the grains of that orientation will appear bright. The bump out feature of the carbide was shown when the crystallographic orientation of grain 1 was selected in dark field, in Figure 10(a) . When the crystallographic orientation of grain 2 was selected, in Figure 10 (b), the carbide feature was dark like the rest of grain 1. This implied that the carbide has the same orientation as grain 1. Comparable carbide shape and evolution has been previously modeled for a copper indium alloy, as diagrammed in Figure 11 . 72 The driving force for carbides to segregate during the initial casting was the reduction of the surface energy between the bulk grains and the grain boundary, replacing a high-energy boundary, α/α′, with a lower one, α/β and α′/β. These carbides formed on the disordered, high-energy boundary, agreeing with other sensitization and CSL models.
21,67,72
A representative annular dark field (ADF) and highresolution EDS map, in Figure 12 , shows the lensshaped chromium-rich carbide at the grain boundary of the CoCrMo alloy. The clearest EDS signal showed the primary elements of the composition, Co, Cr, and Mo, as maps and with a quantized chart from key regions in 
Width (μm)
Non-CSL boundaries CSL boundaries FIGURE 4. Depth and width measurements collected from 3D profilometry showed that the corrosion width was approximately two to five times larger than its corresponding depth. With square as CSL and diamond as non-CSL, each point represents a single boundary, where the arrows represent the range of the multiple measurements along that boundary.
(a)
200 nm 100 nm FIGURE 5. The initial examination in bright field TEM showed (a) the corroded boundaries have a wavy structure, where each bend was a carbide feature at the boundary, whereas (b) immune boundaries were straight and featureless. Table 2 . The area around the carbide was a CDZ, i.e., the chromium composition was reduced around the carbide and along the grain boundary. The depleted zone normal to the grain boundary plane was at the same length scale as the width of the carbides, about ∼10 nm, seen in the line scan in Figure 12 (b). For another carbide map in Figure 13 , the CDZ extended along the grain boundary with a comparable length scale to the length of the carbide, with compositions at these regions quantized in Table 3 . This is seen in the maps, but was confirmed through the quantified EDS regions. For the four samples examined in highresolution EDS, scans were taken along two to five carbides of each sample, with the average carbide composition, matrix composition, and depleted zone compositions shown in Table 4 . For the singular immune sample with carbides, the <50 nm carbides were included in the EDS scans. For these carbides, the chromium depletion, i.e., the difference in the matrix chromium composition and the chromium composition along the grain boundary, was less than 2 at%, shown in Figure 14 and composition in Table 5 . This size of carbide hit a threshold to no longer cause a true CDZ, which left that grain boundary without a CDZ and therefore immune. Note that the size/volume fraction of the carbides scales approximately corresponded with the chromium depletion near them; larger carbides caused larger chromium depletion. This indicates that there was a local "chromium conservation" in regions 20 nm to 40 nm on either side of the grain boundaries and no long-range diffusion of chromium, at least for the conditions used to make the samples.
APT complemented the EDS results; a region containing a grain boundary and a carbide is shown in Figure 15 . The shape of the carbide was ∼60 nm along the boundary by ∼10 nm wide, with a similar lens shape to those observed via electron microscopy. A line scan taken through the slice, as shown in Figure 15 (b), shows that the composition of the matrix was 30 at% Cr and the composition in the carbide was 90 at% Cr; the exact composition with a high accuracy could not be determined because of uneven evaporation from the sample.
GRAIN BOUNDARY ASSISTED CREVICE CORROSION MODEL
Having now presented the experimental results, the focus turns to developing a general model for corrosion associated with nanoscale precipitates to connect nanoscale segregation to corrosion. As mentioned earlier, the primary focus of the current literature has been on large precipitates at grain boundaries, two to three orders of magnitude larger than what was observed. These micrometer carbides lead to extensive regions of chromium depletion, and the detailed mechanism of sensitization is not necessarily the same for the samples herein; less segregation was found that was also spatially inhomogeneous. Prior models need to be extended to finerscale segregation. This paper will first consider just the grain boundary component, showing that both the grain boundary energy and local chromium concentration play a role in corrosion properties. Then, the model will be extended to include local crevice corrosion for a more complete description.
Local Grain Boundary Attack
The first step is to model how the nanoscale segregation and grain boundary energy impact corrosion initiation; an understanding is needed as to whether the energy change for corrosion resulting from local chromium depletion dominates the energy resulting from removal of the grain boundary. Figure 16 shows the differences between macro and nano versions of corrosion. For macro-sensitization, the composition is so chromium depleted that the protective oxide does not form. This model does not scale to the nanoscale as the depletion was on too small of a size scale to significantly change the oxide coverage. Chromium oxide growth over nanoscale depleted regions have been shown for regions <20 nm in CrZr alloys 73 and for other alloys, 74 so this is a reasonable assumption of oxide overgrowth in the CDZ of ∼10 nm. Instead of a broken CrO 2 oxide layer, the focus is on the grain boundary energy and chromium depletion magnitude at the boundary by comparing the grain boundary energy for CSL and non-CSL with the grain boundary energy effect of a CDZ. To be specific, the difference in composition between the chromium depleted and matrix compositions leads to a difference in the corrosion potentials that affected the dissolution of the CoCrMo alloy. The main composition change was a CDZ next to a chromium-rich M 23 C 6 carbide. There is an enhancement of Mo in the M 23 C 6 carbide, a common result of alloys with both Mo and Cr in the M 23 C 6 carbides, but no difference in the CDZ. The Mo concentration does not change in the CDZ, so the average composition of the matrix and CDZ is renormalized to be just Co and Cr.
It has been previously shown that as the chromium content of an alloy decreases the corrosion potential increases, [75] [76] and here it can be Table 2 . 13 . The chromium depleted region between two chromium-rich carbides, with (a) the ADF image, (b) cobalt, (c) chromium, and (d) molybdenum. The chromium depletion is measured along a 150 nm section of grain boundary between two carbides and found to be sensitized by 2%. The circles indicate where the EDS spectra were quantized in Table 3 .
approximated that the CoCrMo alloy would follow a similar trend. In Kelly, et al., 75 an Fe-Cr alloy with 20 at% Cr corrodes at −370 mV SCE and the alloy with 14 at% Cr corrodes at −310 mV SCE . At this level of chromium depletion, the corrosion potential increases 10 mV per 1 at% Cr decrease. Using the EDS data of the quantified chromium depletion zone, the chromium reduction on average was 7.1 at% Cr. The change in corrosion potential from the matrix to the CDZ would be 71 mV, designated as Δμ.
The electrochemical difference was converted to joules using a weighted average for composition for the charge unit of Co and Cr.
With the electrochemical potential difference of the matrix and the CDZ, the difference in grain boundary energy between these two compositions was calculated. The parameters considered for the model are shown in Figure 17 , with L the width of the CDZ, a the distance between atoms along the grain boundary, b the distance between atoms perpendicular to the grain boundary, and d the depth of corrosion set to one monolayer. The energy of the grain boundary ΔE GB and energy lost as a result of the chromium depleted zone ΔE CDZ per unit length of both were defined as:
The interfacial grain boundary energy was approximated using the molecular dynamics results of a Fe-Cr system with 30 at% Cr, as Fe and Co have the same surface energy values as pure materials. [77] [78] The weighted average of the atomic diameters of Co and Cr is 0.382 nm, and this value was used for a, b, and d. The γ GB of the CoCrMo grain boundaries varies from 0.4 J/m 2 to 1.4 J/m 2 . The average chromium depletion change was found to be 7.1 at%, and less extreme areas were found with Cr reduction as low as 3 at% (Δμ = −30 mV), so this range can be used as a conservative estimation. The width of the CDZ ranged from 5 nm to 10 nm. Therefore, the grain boundary energy and the depletion energy reduction ranges were calculated as:
ΔE CDZ = −3.78 × 10 −7 mJ m to −17.9 × 10 −7 mJ m
As these ranges overlap, the model indicates that both the intrinsic grain boundary energy as well as the local chromium depletion are relevant, unlike the Table 5 . case for very large precipitates as mentioned earlier. High-energy boundaries without chromium depletion would show preferential attack, as would low-angle boundaries with some level of depletion. However, as indicated in the experimental results section, the precipitates occur more at the high-energy boundaries. It is concluded that for the nanoscale precipitates herein both factors influenced corrosion sensitivity. . The macro-view of sensitization has large regions of chromium depletion, leading to incomplete oxide formation around the sensitized boundary. In nanoscale sensitization, the oxide is not significantly diminished. The chromium depletion is on a nanometer scale along the boundary.
Including the Role of Crevice Corrosion
The compositional depletion and the energy gain from removing the boundary provides the driving force for the initial attack at the grain boundary, but this does not fully explain the experimental data. The dissolution rates for crevices and pits have long been linked to kinetic Wulff models that show the shape of a crevice is dependent on individual dissolution rates along various directions. 79 In the present alloy, both the dissolution rate down the boundary, which affects the depth, and the dissolution rate normal to the boundary, which will influence the width, are used. If the local energy terms were the only driving force, the attack would be straight down the boundary and approximately as wide as the width of the CDZ. This, however, was not the case; the width of the attack was orders of magnitude larger than the depletion zone. Hence, once attack has initiated at the boundary, a second mechanism has to be dominant. The model needs to be expanded to include the crevice corrosion that develops around the grain boundaries. In crevice corrosion, the degrading environment is a confined volume. As the corrosion begins, the pH drops and hydrogen ions are created (Equation [9] ), which accelerates corrosion. In addition to the chromium ions, albumin protein, sodium, potassium, and chlorine were also present during electrochemical testing. Diffusion in the crevice can limit the reactions occurring, as illustrated in Figure 18 . To proceed in crevice corrosion, chromium ions must come from the surface, yet if this reaction is quenched, a back reaction producing chromium oxide and oxygen vacancies will cause the corrosion to stop (Equation [10] ).
Evidence can be seen for this crevice corrosion in the results of the crevice width-depth data shown in Figure 4 . Overall, the widths of the corroded boundaries were two to five times larger than the depths. This is reasonable because the boundaries were undergoing only mild chemical segregation, compared to typically studied levels of sensitization for much larger precipitates in the literature. Other crevice trends observed can be further understood. As seen in the TEM images, the carbides were inhomogenously spaced along the FIGURE 18 . The chromium oxide layer with the light gray representing the bulk, the dark gray representing the oxide, the black arrows representing the Cr 3+ movement, and the blue lines representing the CrOH 2+ concentration. As the chromium dissolution products accumulate in the crevice, the reaction down is quenched and the corrosion occurs out toward the walls of the crevice. The ions and albumin proteins are not to scale, but to serve as a representation. In the human body, many more ions and proteins would be present.
boundaries. With local grain boundary nucleation followed by crevice corrosion, the model predicts that, depending on the local carbide concentration, there would be fluctuations in both the depth and width corrosion driving forces. As confirmed in the data, for all boundaries there were large local fluctuations in the width and depth, represented by the arrows' ranges of each data point in Figure 4 . Differences in carbide concentrations were also observed for corroded CSLs and non-CSLs, with corroded CSLs containing smaller and fewer carbides. The model predicts that non-CSLs would have lower width to depth ratios, and indeed that is seen in the width-depth data. This was also seen in the depth data, as most CSLs only corrode to about 1 μm, with widths from 2 μm to 5 μm. Non-CSLs, on the other hand, corroded down to 3 μm, with widths from 3 μm to 5 μm. The carbides provided a larger driving force down the boundary in these non-CSL cases, consistent with the model. By combining grain boundary sensitization and the crevice corrosion into the GACC model, it is possible to link the depth and width driving forces for corrosion to understand the behavior observed in the CoCrMo alloy grain boundaries with the nanoscale precipitates.
DISCUSSION
It has been demonstrated herein that chromium depletion in these CoCrMo alloys occurs at the nanoscale. The nanoscale chromium-rich carbides combine with the grain boundary properties to affect the localized corrosion susceptibility. The precipitates by themselves are not the full story, unlike in the case with conventional and more macroscopic precipitation studies present in the literature. With the GACC model, it is interpreted that the CDZ led to the start of a crevice at the grain boundary, which then led to runaway corrosion at that location. The GACC model accounts for why some higher level CSLs were seen to corrode: if they had a carbide sensitizing one region of the exposed boundary, it was enough to initiate corrosion. This paper has only reported on high-angle semi-random grain boundaries; in a future publication, additional details on lower energy grain boundaries will be described.
Other models have recognized the difference between the CDZ and the actual corroded crevice. 30, 63 For this paper's CoCrMo alloys, the depletion of chromium was ∼1 nm to 10 nm in width, while the crevice on top of the trench was as wide as 5 μm. While previous models did not link these two results, the width-depth ratio data were linked to the width dissolution rate and the basic diffusion in the crevice. Using the width-depth measurements across many crevices, it was concluded that the width corrosion was a result of the quenched depth corrosion, causing both driving forces to occur, but with stronger width corrosion. This width-depth ratio data provided cross-verification of the GACC model.
To compare with the existing literature, established minimum chromium composition levels are sought. For CoCr bimetallics, the minimum Cr to prevent corrosion is not well established, reported at 20% or 30% Cr. [80] [81] Stainless steel was reviewed for a more thoroughly studied material for comparison. In stainless steel models, it was known that stainless steel has a composition around 19 at% Cr and a sensitization with CDZs around 13 at% Cr. 30, 48, [63] [64] [65] This drop is a 6 at% composition drop or a 32% reduction in chromium. This can be compared to the EDS data of the matrix and CDZ of the samples. The matrix compositions across the CoCrMo alloy samples matched the expected values for the composition, with a standard deviation of 1.3 at%, approximately equal to the 1% expected error with EDS. The largest standard deviation came from the carbide cobalt and chromium values, which was not surprising as the thickness of the carbides and the thickness of the sample above and below the carbide varied. Therefore, the EDS spectra measured an uncontrolled ratio of the carbide and the matrix, causing a large variance of the carbide compositions. The CDZ mapping showed an average composition of 23.8 at% Cr, a 6.8 at% composition drop of a 22% decrease in chromium from the matrix composition of 30.6 at% Cr. The results for chromium depletion measurements suggested that a smaller change than the 32% reduction proposed for stainless steels has an effect on the corrosion performance in CoCrMo alloys. While these comparisons are useful, it needs to be noted that to come close to physiological conditions the corrosion tests were performed in a BCS with a protein content of 30 g/L, buffered to a basic pH of 7.4 solution with phosphate-buffered saline. This is an accepted approximation for the conditions in vivo, and it is well established that one cannot simply use, for instance, salt solutions and obtain physiologically relevant results. The BCS solution contains albumin proteins, sodium, potassium, and chlorine ions as well as lipids, vitamins, amino acids, attachment factors, growth factors, hormones, and other components essential for cell growth. It is certainly far from a simple electrolytic solution, so there may well be substantial differences in the detailed electrochemical processes taking place. The solution may also be evolving in time, as previous studies have shown the roles of proteins and molybdates in the electrochemical properties of CoCrMo alloys and their metal oxide behavior; 82 within those experiments indications that molybdates released from the metal were leading to cross-linking of the proteins.
The idea of comparing orientational grain boundary energy and electrochemical energy differences based on the differences in corrosion potential of the compositions is an initial model that needs expansion. Much more is occurring at the surface and at the grain boundaries as CoCrMo corrodes in the human body. To list only a few, there may be contributions from surface energy changes resulting from protein adsorption, catalytic decomposition (denaturing) of proteins, and the formation of protective graphitic layers. 83 For hip implants, both mechanical wear and corrosion need to be considered for performance. 84 In this work, the electrochemical corrosion test is a static test without tribological wear occurring; Mathew, et al., has shown the synergistic corrosion effects of the physiological solution and triboactivity. [85] [86] There may also be important issues related to fretting assisted corrosion particularly at the junctions of modular devices. These will be left to future work.
It is useful to make a few comments about what compositions should be used for implant materials. The results of this work indicate that more precise specifications are needed for the CoCrMo alloys used for implants. In the 1970s, sensitized stainless steels were used as poorly performing implant material before more routine structural sampling was used to ensure that intergranular corrosion would not be immediately detrimental to implant integrity. 19 Great advancements, especially in stainless steels, have allowed for ways to control carbides and CDZs through temperature and length of processing times, yet this understanding needs to be extended to nanoscale carbides and to CoCrMo alloys. The ASTM standard that dictates the CoCrMo for surgical implants specifies that the material must "have a homogeneous microstructure with an average grain size of ASTM No. 5 or finer."
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This standard neglects the presence of precipitated carbides, and the acceptable size and regions of a CDZ. The nanostructure must be analyzed as well. Nanoscale analysis must be used for characterization, as the CDZs measured in this work were shown to have significant effects on the corrosion properties. The CoCrMo alloy nanostructure would therefore affect the in vivo performance properties.
For future hip implants, perhaps precisely engineered CoCrMo alloys with suitable heat treatments could be designed, as the metallurgical structure could be controlled at the microscale down to the nanoscale, including the potential to control corrosion through grain boundary engineering. 55, [58] [59] [60] Controlling the CSLs could lead to a metal designed with controlled surface grains. The material on the surface could be protective by controlling the carbide presence and the CDZs that would lead to a well-performing alloy, even if the material has internally sensitized regions.
CONCLUSIONS
v Chromium depletion occurs in this CoCrMo alloy, and it can occur on the nanoscale. The nanoscale chromium-rich carbides and the grain boundary geometry both determine the localized corrosion susceptibility. v The grain boundary assisted crevice corrosion (GACC) model explains how the chromium depleted zones initiate corrosion at particular grain boundaries, which is then further propagated by crevice corrosion.
